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Sanjay Jumani – the famous numerologist entered Bigg Boss house on Tuesday, to give each
contestant an idea of their chances of winning and their career ahead.

Sanjay started with Niktean, told him that he struggled in the beginning of his career and his
best is yet to come out. Niketan’s power is as good as the power of Shahrukh Khan’s name
now. He further said that Niketan’s birth-date total comes to 8 which is a half-and-half number of
success and struggle and top of all this Niketan has bright chances to win the show.

The next was Urvashi, she has strong chances to win the Bigg Boss season 6. Her numerology
is extremely strong. She is a fighter and straight forward.

About Sana, he said she would climb the ladder to reach success soon. Sana can be the
toughest competitor to Urvashi and Delnaz as well. she too has good chances of winning the
show.

Sanjay predict for Delnaz that her 41st, 42nd and 43rd year show has fair chances of her
winning the show. Her age, name and birth-date are all comes to number 5 and that she is in
the lucky stage of life for next 3 years.
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Sanjay said Sapna that she is smart to face the troubles that comes towards her. He also
suggested her to travel more as her travel to foreign lands will bring her success.

For Rajeev, Sanjay said he has very less chances of winning but he can survive for long in the
show.

And lastly Sanjay predicted for the most controversial person of the house Imam Siddique. He
advised Imam to not to wear much of red color clothes as this color indicates violence and
spreads hate vibes. Imam should wear it very occasionally, else avoid the color.
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